
the first to publish the fact that Annenberg had been indicted for assault
to MIL

Then began the attacks on Hoyne in the Tribune, of which the
cartoon was probably the most vicious.

The Day Book Is not an apologist for State's Attorney Hoyne. ' On the
contrary I believe I have "hammered him as much and as hard as anybody in
town, and because of what appeared to me to be misrepresentation of the
people of Chicago by him and his office.

I don't know him, but have regarded him as a man with no vicious
purpose, but one who was getting and taking mighty bad advice. How-
ever, he is entitled to a square deal, as is every living man, in office or out
of it. And I am dealing now with the Tribune's attack on him.

In my judgment the cartoon is a lie. The arrest of Annenberg and his
prosecution by Hoyne, or at Hoyne's direction, cannot be fairly construed
as acts in defense of gamblers. They can be construed as acts to protect
human life in Chicago from reckless gunmen in the employ of Chicago
newspapers.

The young man, an innocent bystander, who was shot by Gunman
bullet, was not a gambler. He was not in the pool-roo- m the

Tribune gang raided. He was not in any "crowd that menaced the reporters,
photographers and sluggers in the Tribune automobile.

And Annenberg, the Tribune gunman, is not being prosecuted in the
interest of gamblers, but because he shot a young man on the streets of
Chicago.

It is not fair to the readers of the Tribune that they should be deceived
by cunning misrepresentation of the facts by the Tribune. It is not fair
to the public or to State's Attorney Hoyne that he should be pictured to
the public as a friend and defender of gambling, when he is prosecuting
a Tribune employe for shooting a citizen of Chicago without provocation.

It lends color to the charge, that has often been made, that the Tribune
will rule or ruin a public servant.

I don't know whether this persistent and lying attack on Hoyne will
weaken his knees and drive him from his proper purpose in the Annenberg
shooting. If he isn't a coward, he won't let ANY newspaper bulldoze or
browbeat him.

But whatever effect it may have on Hoyne, the people of Chicago, for
their own protection, should know and understand-thi- kind of depraved
journalism. For it is degenerate- journalism; the Tribune's attitude is that
of a journalistic bully; and I never saw a bully who wasn't a coward at
heart.

The reader of every newspaper is entitled to .the truth from that news-
paper, no matter whether the editor likes that truth or not That cartoon
isn't the truth. It is maliciously untruthful and. unfair. The Tribune, can-
not produce any facts to justify it.

I don't believe the fair-mind- people of Chicago will stand long for
that kind of journalism. And I defy the Tribune to editorially defend that
cartoon, or its policy of trying to save Gunman Annenberg by bullying the
state's attorney.

Oyonnax, France, is credited by a
consular report with leading the
world in celluloid combs, of which it
produces 15,000 to 18,000 pounds
daily.

Eugene Debs has taken a young
outcast girl into his family and dares
the world to cast stones at her. If it
were an outcast man, nobody would
think of hunting for stones to throwj


